


FAA Regulations
Aircraft must be registered over .5 lbs and weigh less than 55 lbs

Must maintain visual line of sight (VLOS)

Daylight operations only or civil twilight

Maximum altitude of 400 ft

Maximum ground speed of 100 mph

FAA issued remote pilot certificate with small UAS rating

Must yield right of way to manned aircraft



Minimum weather visibility of 3 miles from control station

Operations in Class B, C, D and E airspace allowed but require ATC permission

Operations in Class G airspace are allowed without ATC permission

No operations from a moving vehicle unless the operation is sparsely populated 

No carriage of hazardous materials

Requires preflight inspection by the remote pilot in command

May use visual observer (VO) but not required

FAA Regulations
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Practical 
Deployment of 

UAS in the 
Cooperative 

world:

•-Wooden/Steel Structure inspections

•-R.O.W. Inspection

•-Pre/Post Construction inspections

•-Tower inspections

•-Gathering media for member services dept.

•-Assist in local public safety efforts

•-Catalog plant records

•-Assist in collecting data for a GIS audit

•-Assist crews in patrolling line on an outage

•-Drill down a “trouble” line with frequent outages

•-Solar or wind generation inspections

•-Thermal imagery

•-GPS data collection

•-Estimating potential work orders



-What is the real cost of ownership and expected payback?

The questions we all want answered or get asked:

-Is it just a toy? How often will we use it?  

-How much should we budget on one? 

-Should we have insurance?

-How good of a camera do we need?



What management thinks we are asking for….haha



What we are really asking for:



Let's take a look at a single 
case study of the cost 
savings of deploying a UAS 
in the field….



Case #1:  (2017   rebuild of main 3 phase feeder out of Nutwood Substation)
-Environment: Private ROW in Illinois River Valley and up and down hillsides. Used track diggers and dozers 
to do a lot of the work. 
-Post construction inspection consisted of 2 stakers and the consultant engineer that had staked the job 
and managed the project, with contractors doing the work. All ROW was driven with a UTV and staking 
sheets were reviewed to see that work was done as staked and that the ROW was clear of all materials. 

The final post construction inspection costs are listed below:

2017 Contracted 3phase rebuild: (post construction inspection)
Staker 1 14hrs @ $70.02/ man hr $980.28
Staker 2 14hrs @ $90.08/ man hr $1,261.12
Consultant 14hrs @ $73.55/ man hr $1029.70
Consultant overnight @ $127/night $381
Consultant (transportation) $219.24

$3,871.34 TOTAL COST 



Case #2:  (2018   single phase to 3 phase conversion on north feeder out of Nutwood
Substation)
-Environment: Private ROW in Illinois River Valley and up and down hillsides. Used track diggers and 
dozers to do a lot of the work. Some was located along IL Rt 16, but very high traffic and unable to 
inspect or patrol while driving. Its up and down in hills and would be a safety concern to attempt to stop 
on the road, as there is really no shoulder to park on. 
-Post construction inspection consisted of myself, only. I spent about 2 hours in the field flying the line 
and then returned to the office and reviewed the video footage as I checked the staking sheets. Upon 
my review I found only 2 issues needing to be corrected by the contractors. I then forwarded the 
footage on to the consultant engineer whom then reviewed it, and signed off on the job and final 
payments for work completed.

The final post construction inspection costs are listed below:

2018 Contracted 3phase rebuild: (post construction inspection)
Staker1 (Drone pilot) 4hrs @ $90.08/ man hr $360.32
Consultant 2hrs @ $73.55/hrs $147.10

$507.42 TOTAL COST



Final side-by-side comparison of costs:

The conventional method of post-construction inspections:

2017 Contracted 3phase rebuild: (post construction inspection)
Staker 1 14hrs @ $70.02/ man hr $980.28
Staker 2 14hrs @ $90.08/ man hr $1,261.12
Consultant 14hrs @ $73.55/ man hr $1029.70
Consultant overnight @ $127/night $381
Consultant (transportation) $219.24

$3,871.34 TOTAL COST 

The newer and now preferred method of doing inspections:

2018 Contracted 3phase rebuild: (post construction inspection)
Staker1 (Drone pilot) 4hrs @ $90.08/ man hr $360.32
Consultant 2hrs @ $73.55/hrs $147.10

$507.42 TOTAL COST

Cost savings:  $3,363.92



We originally budgeted $7,500 to put toward a Matrice 210. I originally wanted a drone with a zoom 
functionality, for inspecting pole-top pins, doing tower inspections, etc. We ended up buying (2) 
Mavic Pro 2 Zooms in Sept of 2018. The digital zoom looked very promising and I was familiar with 
the Mavic Pro series as I had one of my own. The compact size and longer battery life was of 
importance. After a lot of consideration, I felt that most of the time of use would be by a single 
operator and usually the zoom functionality of the Zoom model would meet our needs. Also, the 
consideration of having 2 aircraft and extra batteries weighed in. The total cost of the 2 drones, with 
SKB hard cases, memory cards, some phone mounts, and cables, and even a set of Epson Moverio
FPV glasses, came to $4403.51

Total cost of investment:                                -$4,403.51
Total amount saved on first deployment:   $3,363.92
Remaining cost of investment: $1,039.59

After only 4 hours in the field, we recovered ¾ of the cost of investment. 

(The drone came with 3 batteries, and I didn’t even use, but 2 of them for this job. )



Here is a drone, taking a picture of a drone, taking a picture of a pole top…lol

Drones internal zoom function:

Zoom with software:

(Hovering 5 feet from the pole top)

Further enhancement:



We had a line that was in private ROW and had had several outages in a couple of weeks 
time. We deployed the drone and found the cause in less than 6 minutes.





LIDAR

Other practical uses as technology continues to advance:

FLIR



As technology continues to expand and develop, we find ourselves using these tools more and more 
every day.

Cost continues to drop and quality continues to improve.

Continued advancements in additional payloads, make this a tool you will never outgrow.

Note:  If you find a way to convince management to
Approve this purchase, let me know….haha.





 PPI had a 4-year-old motor operated switch fail earlier this 
year.

 We are currently 5 years into a switch replacement program 
and have 53 of these switches installed on our system

 There was an urgent need to identify how many of these other 
switches had the same problem that lead to the failure.



















 1 Switch takes ~5 minutes to inspect

 Setup and Teardown takes ~10 minutes per site

 We have done up to 5 switches in a single flight

 Line crew can at most do 2 switches per hour 
with a bucket

 Total inspection time for UAS = 8.5 hours (not 
counting travel time)

 Total inspection time for truck = 26.5 hours 
(not counting travel time)



Switch Inspection Cost Estimates

Cost 2 Man Drone Crew 3 Man Line Crew

Labor and Overhead $                121.39 $              249.35 

Drone Use $                  35.00 $                     -

Vehicle Use $                  15.00 $                83.00 

Total $                171.39 $              332.35 


